VINTAGE SOLUTIONS FOR A MODERN ERA

User’s Manual

VS-C-001
Vinyl Styl™ Deep Groove Record Washer System
The Vinyl Styl™ Deep Groove Record Washer System is specially designed
to deep clean and revitalize your vinyl record collection.
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Introduction
Here at Vinyl Styl™ we know that there is nothing like the sound of a stylus settling into
a record’s groove. However, there are many environmental factors that can put a damper
on the vinyl listening experience. In some cases, these factors can cause damage to your
vinyl, your stylus, and even your amplifier or speakers. The Vinyl Styl™ Deep Groove Record
Washer System is specifically designed to clean out those deep grooves by combining
soft, 100 percent natural goat hair brushes with our specially formulated washer solution.
After use, your records will be given new life. With proper care and maintenance, they can
be enjoyed for years to come. The entire system is self-contained and looks great next to
your turntable and record collection. There is no reason substance should lack styl!

Instructions
1. Remove the lid, which contains the washer fluid, label protection clamp wheel, funnel, and filters.
2. Remove the drying rack from its locked position underneath the washer reservoir and place it
on a flat surface.
3. Add the Vinyl Styl™ record cleaning fluid into the reservoir until it reaches the top of the brushes.
4. Open the label protection clamp wheel and remove the 45 RPM adapter if you are washing an
LP (leave it in if you are washing a 7” with a large hole.) Next, insert a record onto the spindle of
the clamp wheel, secure the record in place using the other side of the clamp and screw down the
locking mechanism on the axel. The clamp wheel’s o-rings will protect the label from any potential
water damage while the record is being washed, just be careful not to over tighten the clamp.
5. The clamp wheel’s o-rings will protect the label from any potential water damage while the
record is being washed.
6. Once the record is secure in the clamp wheel, place the axel into the notches in the cleaning unit
as shown.
Your record is ready to be washed. Spin the clamp wheel five (5) revolutions or more depending on
how dirty your records are. Do not exert extraneous downward pressure along the top or the sides
of the record as this may cause damage.
8. Once the record is washed, remove it from the clamp wheel and place it vertically in the drying
rack and continue washing your records. Allow each record to air dry for 10 to 15 minutes.
9. Once you are finished washing your records, place the funnel into the mouth of the washer fluid
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continued
bottle and then insert the plastic strainer followed by a mesh filter. Pour the fluid from the reservoir
back into the bottle. The washing fluid can be filtered and reused several times. Actual usage may
vary depending on the amount of dirt and debris on the records. Washing fluid refills are available
at your local record store.
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Troubleshooting & Contact
Thank you for purchasing the Vinyl Styl™ Deep Groove Record Washer System. If you have any
questions, concerns or comments about this or other Vinyl Styl™ Products you can visit our website
at www.vinylstyl.com or if you prefer, email Support@VinylStyl.com.
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Included items
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1 1 x Vinyl Styl™ Deep Groove Record Washer
Reservoir, with Lid.
2 1 x Drying rack
(located inside the bottom of the washer
reservoir)
3 1 x 16oz Vinyl Styl™ Record Washer Fluid
4 1 x Label protection clamp wheel
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5 1 x 45 RPM adapter
6 1 x Washer fluid reusable funnel
7 1 x Washer fluid strainer
8 3 x Washer fluid filters
9 1 x Instruction manual
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